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Abstract-Existing operational support systems of GSM service
providers focus on collecting and maintaining massive rough CellID based location data, which cannot satisfy the requirement
of new trajectory based services in identifying the behaviors of
mobile users. In this paper, we introduce a trajectory enabled
service support platform to convert the location data into limited
meaningful mobile user's behavior patterns, which benefit the
trajectory based services by simplifying the behavior detection.
The core technologies of the platform are the pattern selection,
which requires to cover the information included in the raw
location data as more as possible, and the run-time mining
algorithm, which requires less storage space. We propose a
new concept, transient entropy, to identify the moving speed
of users, and based on which we define and mine four types
of behavior patterns: frequent locations, frequent trajectory,
meaningful location, and moving mode. By analyzing the sojourn
distribution, we find that the sojourn time in each location
follows a Zipf distribution, based on which we present a runtime algorithm to mine the behavior patterns with less storage
space. A realistic experiments is given to validate the proposed
platform and algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing development of mobile communication
technology, mobile computing devices, especially cellphones,
have become indispensable items of daily life. As indicated
in the statistics from [20], in 2008, the number of cellphone
users exceeds 2.5 billion, which is twice as many as the
number of personal computer users worldwide. Meanwhile,
GSM network, which is the main stream cellphone access
network, has also been a ubiquitous sensor network, because
the location of cellphone is equal to that of the user in most
of time.
By sensing the location of a mobile user, mobile service
providers and some third-part service providers can serve the
mobile users better. In the last several years, many location
based services [1][2][3] have been discussed and implemented.
The core idea of these services is to utilize the current location
of the mobile user to trigger a specific service operation, for
example, sending a shopping advertisement to a mobile user
moving around a store. The feedback from much realistic
deployment shows that it is insufficient to deliver high quality
services based on the current location only. For the same
example, if the store locates on the user's way from home
to office, the user will receive an advertisement everyday. It
will cause a serious spam problem. To address this issue,
mobile service providers move their attention to trajectory
instead of pure location. A trajectory refers to a sequence
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of location records, which indicate the historical track of the
mobile user. From the trajectory, the mobile service providers
can mine several behavior features of the mobile user. Two
typical trajectory based services are targeting campaign and
mobile advertisement, which target to take precise operations
according to the behavior features detected from the trajectory.
For a typical application scenario of trajectory based services, before taking service operations, the mobile service
providers need to detect the behavior from the historical
location data stored in database, for example, to check whether
the mobile user goes to this location frequently. Therefore, extensive historical location data needs to be stored and analyzed.
For a super mobile service provider with 100s million users,
like China Mobile, it will be a big challenge in storage and
run-time analysis.
Fortunately, the research on urban and economic geography
[4][5][6] shows that the mobility-related phenomena and the
meanings hidden behind the raw location data can be identified
with limited temporal-spatial patterns, named Mobile User's
Behavior Patterns (MUBP's) in this paper, which can be mined
from the raw trajectory of a population of mobile users.
Potential MUBP's include frequent locations (home, office,
store in neighborhood, etc.), frequent trajectory (trajectories
from home to office, from office to home, from home to supermarket, etc), meaningful locations (supermarket, cinema, and
church frequently gone), moving mode (go with a private car
or take public bus) and so on. The trajectory based services can
query the service related information from the mined MUBP's
directly without querying the massive historical location data.
The main advantage of employing MUBP's is that:
• the storage space can be reduced significantly, from
massive historical location data to limited MUBP's (the
number is independent of time);
• it is easier to be used in the run-time applications because the operation over MUBP's brings less overhead
in computation than that over massive historical location
data.
The main challenges for employing MUBP's to serve trajectory based services are how to select a MUBP set to cover
the information hidden behind the raw location data as much
as possible and how to develop a time-space efficient pattern
mining algorithm.
In this paper, we present a Trajectory Enabled Service
Support Platform (TESSP), which is responsible for extracting
MUBP's from the raw location data collected and maintained

by operational support systems (OSS) at run-time. Currently,
we focus on four types of MUBP's: frequent location, frequent
trajectory, meaningful location, and moving mode. Different
from existing trajectory related pattern mining, we integrate
the moving speed information in the MUBP mining by introducing a new concept - transient entropy. The moving
speed based MUBP provides a new view to understand the
behavior features of the mobile user from both time and space.
By exploring the distribution feature of the location data, we
propose a run-time algorithm for mining the defined MUBP's
with less storage space. A realistic experiment based on 20
users' 3 month mobile location data is given to demonstrate
the effect of the proposed TESSP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief overview to the proposed TESSP and the main
challenges for the realistic implementation. In Section III, we
propose an analytical model to investigate the features of the
MUBP's and also the approaches for mining the MUBP's.
The experiment is introduced in Section IV for validation.
Related work is summarized in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.
II. OVERVIEW
In this section, we first introduce the TESSP, which is
designed to extract MUBP's from the massive and rough
location data. After that, we summarize the challenges for the
realistic implementation,
A. Trajectory Enabled Service Support Platform

The basic design target of the TESSP is to employ limited
patterns to identify the essential behaviors hidden behind the
massive and rough location data. The application services
built upon the TESSP can quickly obtain the service related
MUBP's by querying the pattern database directly. The architecture of the TESSP is shown in Fig.l.
The input of the TESSP is the mobile users' location data
collected by OSS. There are two approaches for collecting
the location data: one is to directly analyze the Cell-ID/LAC
items in call/message records [17][18], and the other one is to
employ client-side software to collect the cell handover logs
[13][23][24][28][29][30]. The advantage of the former is that it
is transparent for users, and do not bring any storage overhead
to existing systems. However, no one always takes a call or
sends a message, and thus this method cannot get complete
trajectory information of users. In contrast, the latter involves
the measurement in user side and requires additional storage
for location information, but it is the best method to collect
the complete location data. In this paper, we employ the latter
method with client-side software developed in Java.
The output of the TESSP is the MUBP's stored in the
mobility pattern database. Currently, we focus on four types
of patterns: frequent location, frequent trajectory, meaningful
location, and moving mode, which are considered to be the
most important factors for trajectory based services.
Based on the available input and the targeted output, the
TESSP employs 3 computational modules and 2 database
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storage modules to achieve the mmmg of MUBP's: data
pre-processing module, data mining module, pattern template
module, buffer database, and mobility pattern database. The
basic functions are listed as follows:
• Data pre-processing module: is responsible for cleaning the raw location data, generating the location
data and extracting the transient entropy which corresponds to the moving speed. After that, we obtain a
triplet {time, location, transiententropy} sequence to
describe the state of mobile users in time and space.
• Data mining module: is responsible for mining the
defined 4 types of patterns with the triplet based data.
• Pattern template module: is an interface for adding new
pattern definitions to the platform. It is responsible for
translating the requirement into triplet oriented rules. Due
to the limited space, the detailed operational approaches
are out of the scope of this paper.
• Buffer database: is employed to store the temporal
triplet sequences and mediate statistic data, which will
be used to mine the MUBP's.
• Mobility pattern database: is used to store the obtained
MUBP's. The services can query the behavior patterns
directly from this database.
The core technologies of the TESSP are conceived in the
design of pre-processing module and the data mining module,
which are also the main content of this paper.
B. Challenges

The core idea of the TESSP is to convert the massive and
rough location data into "limited" meaningful MUBP's at runtime. There are triple meanings / challenges in this process:
• the location data collected is rough, and thus it is challenging to utilize these low-precision location data to
extract meaningful MUBP's;
• the location data collected by OSS is massive (usually
hundreds records per day for one user), and thus it
is challenging to select limited MUBP's to cover the
information included in the raw location data as more
as possible;
• the MUBP's are usually history related, and thus it is
challenging to make the converting at run-time with as
small storage space as possible.
The first challenge of TESSP results from the low-precision
of data source. Different from GPS positioning, the location
data in GSM network is a rough cell identity, Cell-ID, which
just indexes a region covered by a base station. The basic
principle of GSM positioning technology is that:
1) following GSM specifications, all base stations periodically broadcast cell information, which includes the
Cell-ID;
2) cellphones utilize client-side softwares to collect the
Cell-ID's of neighbor base stations and also measure
the corresponding signal strength;
3) the cell with the maximum signal strength is considered
to be the serving cell, and the user is assumed to
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TABLE I

User's Log Example
Handover Time
2008-09-07
2008-09-07
2008-09-07
2008-09-07
2008-09-07

10:39:17
10:41:31
10:41:56
10:42:11
10:44:34

Cell-ID

LAC

33665
33664
33665
58332
58331

4573
4573
4573
4573
4573

be staying in the coverage region of that cell. For
convenience of description, we use the Cell-ID to denote
the coverage of the cell.
In GSM network, client softwares [28][29][30] can track the
handover points between neighboring BS's and record them
in users' logs. Table.! shows an example of cell handover log.
Herein, LAC (location-area-code) is the identity of a location
manager, who maintains the location information of users
within a location area. The location area consists of several
cells, and the number depends on the user density and the
realistic physical environment.
It is observed that Cell-ID positioning just output a cell
centralized rough region. The precision varies with environment, ranges from 300 meters (urban) to several kilometers
(suburban). Moreover, because the signal strength is timevaried with the randomness of wireless transmissions [31],
the serving cell usually handovers among 2,,-,4 neighbor cells.
As a result, the cell handover happens frequently even the
user keeps static. Therefore, it is challenging to identify the
behavior of mobile users. To address this issue, we extract the
feature of moving speed to identify the details in a cell.
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The second challenge comes from the selection of MUBP's.
The location data collected is a sequence of cell sojourn record
shown as Table.I. Intuitively, the frequent locations, usually the
home, office, park in neighborhood etc, that appear frequently
in the record are very important for mobile users. Besides
that, given time and location, we can identify the moving
mode of a mobile user, which is much useful to identify the
meanings of a location for the mobile user. A user, who usually
moves quickly with a private carl , sojourning in a cell for
30 minutes implies that the user is taking some meaningful
activities in the cell with high probability, this is usually named
meaningful location. In addition, the frequent trajectories
among meaningful locations are also of importance. To the
best of our knowledge in telecommunication services, the four
types of MUBP's summarized above have covered most of
information in time and space, and they are enough to support
most of existing trajectory enabled services.
Finally, the MUBP's are history related. the MUBP's are
always hidden behind a long time statistic, for example, a
park that a user goes every month. Unfortunately, the location
data is massive, and thus it will cost a huge storage space for
the history data. It is challenging to balance the requirement in
statistic and storage space. To address this issue, all algorithms
proposed in this paper are based on the run-time technology
with less storage space.

III.

MODEL ANALYSIS AND PATTERN EXTRACTION

In this section, we present an analytical model to investigate
the essential features hidden behind the raw location data.
1 It costs approximately I minute in going through one cell by driving a car
at speed 60kmph.
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Fig. 3. Experimental Results for the Mapping Between Transient Entropy
and Mobile Speed

Based on the analytical model, we provide the approach to
extract four types of behavior patterns.
As mentioned above, Cell-ID positioning provides a rough
cell based region information only instead of precise location
information (x , y) in GPS system. As shown in Fig.2, two
trajectory examples are recorded as

C1 ---. C5

---.

C7

---.

C9

---.

C ll

C3

---.

C7

---.

C8

---.

C 10

---.

C4

---.

C ll

where C = {Ci , i = 1,2, ..., N} denotes the Cell-ID of
each cell. Although the internal trajectory information within
a cell is missed, the sojourn time in each cell, which is
got from the difference between consecutive handover time
points, can be employed to describe the behaviors in the
cell. In addition, the handover time point is also very meaningful for understanding the behaviors of the user. Passing
a supermarket at 9:00 am and that at 18:00 pm usually
have different meanings for the user. Therefore, the handover
time points should be retained in constructing the trajectory.
Correspondingly, the user trajectory got from the GSM network consists of a sequence of cell sojourn records, shown
as < {ro,tbn ,tg} ,{r1,tin ,ti}, ...,{ri,tin,ti} , ... >. Herein,
r , E C is the Cell-ID in ith sojourn record, tin is the handover
time point that the user handovers from other cells to ri, and
t f is the sojourn time in ri, i.e., t f = ti+'1 - tin. The trajectory
can also described as

tg {rl, t in} -----.
t~ ......{in}
tf ......
ri, t i -----.
{ rO, toin} -----.
1
A. Triplet fo r User's State

As mentioned above, the moving speed, which is much
useful for understanding the behaviors of users, should be extracted from the raw location data before mining the behavior
patterns. However, it is hard to compute the precise speed with
the cell sojourn records due to several reasons:
• the cell radius varies with the deployment environment,
0.3 '"" 1 km in urban areas and 1 '"" 10 km in suburban
areas;
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• due to the randomness of wireless signal transmissions,
the ping-pong effect2[27] happens frequently in the overlapping region of neighbor cells, which results in many
randomly handovers even the user is static.
Alternatively, we consider a fuzzy approach to approximate
the moving speed. An intuitive solution is to use the number of
cells passed in a unit time. However, the ping-pang effect will
cause much error. Instead, we propose a new concept, transient entropy, to approximate the mobile speed. The transient
entropy is defined as follows:
N

H(t , D.T) = -

L Pt,~T(Ci) log2 Pt,~T(Ci)

(1)

i= 1

Herein,

Pt,~T(Ci) =

1

D.T

t+"'t
i-AX.
I(Ci,rr)dT

(2)

2

where r -r denotes the Cell-ID of the cell that the user stays at
time T and

Because the transient entropy takes the sojourn time into
account, it is much better than cell number counting.
Fig.3 shows the experimental results about the mapping
relationship between transient entropy and realistic mobile
speed. The data comes from our realistic experiment. It is
observed that the transient entropy in static state has two
peaks: one is at 0 and the other is near 0.8, which is due to
the ping-pang effect. By setting some thresholds, the moving
speed can be clarified clearly with the transient entropy.
Correspondingly, given D.T, the state of the user in time
t can be described by a triplet {t ,rt ,H(t,D.T)}. To give an
2 In the overlap of two neighboring cells, the mobile user handovers
frequently due to the randomness of wireless signal transmissions even the
the mobile user does not move.

intuitive expression for the trajectory of a user, we plot the
variation of triplet in 24 hour. Fig.4-(a) shows the result in
a 3-D visualization mode. Herein, to better show the figure,
we convert the real Cell-IDs into a sequence of fake Cell-IDs,
which range from 1 to N. Note that the value of Cell-ID does
not have any meanings in distance, just for indexing. Fig.4(b,c,d) show the projections in different planes, respectively.
• Fig.4-(b) shows the relationship between location (CellID) and time. It is observed that the user has an obvious
office worker behavior mode: stay a long time at two
places (home and office); move at morning (may be
from home to office), noon (may be out for lunch), and
afternoon (may be from office to home). Note that the
frequent handovers at 9:00-13:00 and 14:00-19:00 is due
to the ping-pang effect.
• Fig.4-(c) shows the relationship between transient entropy
and time. It is observed that there are two entropy peaks at
8:00-9:00 and 19:00-20:00, and the peak values indicate
that the user was moving in high speed (> 30 km/h),
which was confirmed with the user that he was on the
way to office and home.
• Fig.4-(d) shows the relationship between transient entropy and location (Cell-ID), which indicates the speed
that the user passes each cell. It is observed that the user
frequently appears in a limited number of locations with
low speed, and pass other locations with high speed. This
figure is much useful to identify the frequent location and
meaningful locations.

B. Pattern Extraction
Here, we explore the methods for identifying various
MUBP's.
1) Frequent Location: The identification of frequent location is based on the sojourn time ratio, which is defined as the
ratio between the cumulative sojourn time in this cell and the
total monitor time. The sojourn time ratio for Gi , R(Gi ) , is
given by
(3)

where T is the total monitor time. As defined in the last
section, the locations with the top Ni longest cumulative
sojourn time are considered to be the frequent location.
2) Meaningful Location: The identification to meaningful
locations is based on two rules:
• the sojourn time ratio is larger than a threshold eM;
• the average transient entropy in this cell is less than a
threshold ¢ M
The average transient entropy for

c.. fI (c; ~T) is given

by
(4)
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Then, the cell, which satisfies the following conditions, can be
identified as meaningful location.
(5)

3) Frequent Trajectory: For the mining of frequent trajectory, we focus on the trajectories among meaningful locations
only. From the viewpoint of application, these trajectories
are more sensitive for service providers. From the viewpoint
of mining technology itself, the meaningful locations are
frequent, and thus the trajectories among them are frequent
with high probability. Among these trajectories, we select
the trajectories with the top N; frequency as the frequent
trajectory.
Traditional trajectory mining focus on matching the trajectory according to the order of the location sequence[21][22].
Differently, we ignore the order, which can reduce the computation complexity significantly. We employ the meaningful
locations to identify the start and end points first. It is well
known that the physical positions of cells are fixed. Taking
Fig.2 for example, for the trajectories from G l to GIl, if two
trajectories are the same, the order of the location sequences
should be the same with high probability. Therefore, we ignores the order in mining process, and take a simple similarity
matching for instead. For two trajectories (Xl and X2) with the
same start and end points, we consider them as the same if
and only if

N(Xl,X2)
>
min{N(Xl), N(X2)} - 'r

(6)

where N(Xl, X2) denotes the number of cells included in both
Xl and X2 and N(Xi) denotes the number of cells in Xi.
Especially, 'r = 1 refers to that only the trajectories with the
same cell sojourn records are considered to be the same. In
the experiment of this paper, we set 'r = 0.8 to alleviate the
impact of overlapping issue".
4) Moving Mode: The moving mode in this paper refers
to the transportation tools: by private car or not. The essential difference between the users with private car and those
without can be observed in the average moving speed and the
distribution of moving speed in moving state.
Intuitively, it sounds enough to employ the average moving
speed, which is quantified by the transient entropy, to distinguish the moving mode. However, the experimental result
shows that the error is not ignorable. As mentioned in the
definition of transient entropy, the value of transient entropy
is related to both the physical moving speed and the cell
density. Therefore, the average transient entropy varies with
both the transportation tool and the moving region: the users
with private cars and living in suburban regions, where the cell
density is lower, usually has smaller average transient entropy
than those without private cars but living in urban regions.
3 As mentioned above, a physical location is usually covered by multiple
cells, which results in that the cell sojourn records are different even passing
the same physical location.
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Alternatively, the distribution of moving speed, which corresponds to the distribution of the transient entropy, is also
useful for the differentiation. The users without private cars
take more time in low-speed movement (by walk or bicycle),
and differently the users with private cars usually cost more
time in high-speed movement. Therefore, the sloping of the
probability density line of the transient entropy varies with the
moving mode.
Herein, we concentrate on the moving mode in moving
state, and thus we first remove the part that the users stay
in static state by filtering the parts with H(t , D.T) < 2.0.
Fig.5 shows an experimental result for the transient entropy
distribution of two users: one with a private car and the other
is not. We employ a linear fitting function to fit the probability
density line of each user, the linear fitting function is
Pd =

25

Cell ID

isH + I;

(7)

where H is the transient entropy, Pd is the probability density,
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and is is the slope of linear fitting line.
In summary, we can employ any one of the following rules
to identify the moving mode of users (whether have a private
car):
• the average transient entropy is larger than a threshold
<Pa in moving state, where the moving state is defined as
the state with the transient entropy being larger than a
threshold <Ps (in this paper, we set <Ps = 2.0);
• the slope of the probability density line of the transient
entropy is smaller than a threshold n,
In the following experiments, we find that employing a joint
detection with both rules above can significantly reduce the
classification error.
5) Discussion: The identification of meaningful locations
and trajectories highly depends on the moving mode of users.
It is straightforward that a low-speed movement of the user,
who has a private car and always moves fast, usually means
that he is taking some meaningful activities, for example, stop
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to enjoy a cup of coffee or enter a supermarket. Differently,
for a user without a private car, the movement with the same
speed usually means that he is still on the way home.
Therefore, the identification of moving mode is one of
important factors to decide the setting of these thresholds used
in the identification of meaningful locations and trajectories.
C. Run- Time Implementation with Smaller Storage Space

The population of mobile users is very large, for example ,
more than 10,000,000 users in Beijing, China. In our experiment, we find that there are more than 300 cell handovers
each day (in the data set of [13], there are more than 200 cell
handovers each day). As shown in Table.I, one cell handover
record costs at least 16 bytes, and then it will cost at least
48G bytes storage space each day. As a result, it is difficult
to take an on-line analysis to mine some monthly behaviors ,
which require at least one month storage. To address this
issue, we consider a run-time algorithm to leverage the storage
requirement.
The basic principle of the run-time algorithm is to measure
the local statistics of the sojourn time ratio and the transient
entropy at a short interval and then update to the overall
statistics with a smooth factor. Taking the sojourn time ratio
as example , the run-time statistics are shown as

cells are required to be maintained to calculate the overall
top Ni locations . A straightforward solution is to maintain the
statistics of all cells, which can completely avoid the missing
of the overall top Ni , However, there are 1OOOs"- 1O,OOOs
cells in an urban region, it is cost-inefficient to maintain the
statistics of all cells.
Fortunately, the statistics over our realistic experiment show
that the distribution of the sojourn time ratio in each cell
follows the Zipf law [32]:

f(k ;s,N) =

4For the requirement of mining monthly behavior. it is at least one month.
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l /k s

----.N~--

I:n=I (l /n s )

where k is ordered index for the considered variable and k
1,2, ..., N . Zipf distribution can be detected with

(9)

=

In Fig.6, we show that the sojourn time ratio distribution,
which is the result averaged over all users. Herein , the x-axis
is the Cell-ID index ordered by the sojourn time ratio, and yaxis is the value of sojourn time ratio. It is observed that the
sojourn time ratio follows Zipf law with s = 2 starting from
the 4th cell . The reason that the top 3 cells do not follow Zipf
law can be explained with the truth that a physical position is
usually covered by several cells.
Following the Zipf law, the sojourn time ratio of the Ntth

(8) is
where T is the targeted overall statistical period" , 8 is the
short interval for updating at run-time, and R(C i ) is the local
statistics of the sojourn time ratio in the latest short interval.
In the TESSP, the top N, locations , the top N, trajectories,
meaningful locations and the moving mode (depends on the
distribution of the transient entropy) are required to be mined
based on the overall statistics. It is clear that a top Ni location
in a short interval 8 does not means that it will be a real top
N; location in the overall statistics. Therefore, more than N;

Zipf Distribution of Sojourn Time Ratio

(*)

times of that of the Mtth cell. If we want to
maintain the statistics to top M, cells in the short interval
8 only, the overall top Ni over T can be retained as long
T ) I/ s 11\TV t. The top N, trajectories
•
•
as M t 2: ( "8
can be calculated
with the similar method as well. For the mining of meaningful
locations, which requires to get all locations those sojourn time
ratio being larger than eM, the threshold is relaxed to ~e M
in each update interval 8. In the following experiment, w~ set
T = 30 days and 8 = 3 days, i.e., we just need to store 3
days data. Correspondingly, (f) II s = 3.16 , and for mining
top 10 frequent locations, only the statistics to top 32 cells are
maintained. The overhead is acceptable .
2
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IV. EXPERIMENT VALIDATION

Before diving into the detailed experimental analysis, we
first introduce the experimental environment in detail. After
that, we describe a solution for alleviating the impact of the
missing data on the model. After that, The experimental result
for each type of MUBP is given.
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A. Experimental Environment

Similar to the experiment in MIT [13], we select 20 IBM
China research lab staffs for daily location monitoring. Each
staff takes a Nokia 7650 smart phone pre-installed with a
Cell-ID handover recording software developed with Java.
The experimental environment is the urban region of Beijing
in China. Among these staffs, 10 take private cars as the
main transportation tool, and others walk or take public
transportation tool-bus as the main transportation tool. The
Cell-ID handover records are the same to that shown in Table.I.
The experimental data covers 3 months with approximately
43,200 hours.
B. Missing data
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Power Spectrum of A User's Transient Entropy
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In our experiment, the Cell-ID records of each staff are
uploaded to a server every morning, and a missing data
checking program will be used to search and fix the missing
data. The missing data usually results from entering signal
blind region and power off. The principle of fixing the missing
data is that:
• First, we check whether the behavior of the target user has
obvious period by spectrum analysis over transient entropy 5. Before taking the spectrum analysis, we separate
the data in weekday and weekend because they intuitively
have different behavior modes.
• If the power spectrum has obvious spectrum peak in dayperiod like that shown in Fig.7, it is considered to be that
the target user has periodical behavior. We select the data
from last several days falling in the same time duration
as the missing data to fix it.
• If there is no peak in day-period, the miss data part is
kept to be void.
In our experiment, the ratio of missing data and overall data
is nearly 5%. Therefore, fixing the missing data is much useful
to avoid the meaningful locations are misjudged due to the cut
sojourn time ratio.
C. Experimental Results

As analyzed in Section III, the thresholds for judging meaningful location and trajectory depend on the moving mode of
users, and thus we first identify the moving mode. Based on
the result of moving mode identification, we investigate the
meaning locations and the frequent trajectories. Because the
mining result of the frequent locations is straightforward, we
do not take additional experiments to validate it.
5 T~e spectrum analysis over Cell-ID is also workable, but the physical
meamng IS not clear.
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Fig. 8. Moving Mode Classification Based on Average Transient Entropy
and Fitting Slope

1) Moving Mode: We first filter all records in static state
and only make statistics to the samples with entropy being
larger than 2. The ~lope Is of fitting equation (7) and average
transient entropy h of each staff is plotted in Fig.8. It is
observed that it is impossible to classify the moving mode
completely with slope Is or average transient entropy only.
This is mainly because staffs reside in different regions,
which correspond to different cell deployment densities, and
therefore a sole rule is not always workable. For instead, a
linear function can be employed:

Is = 0.21h -

0.87

(11)

2) Meaningful Location: As mentioned above, the judgement of meaningful location depends on the moving mode.
The threshold}or the average transient entropy <PM is selected
according to h, which is used to identify the moving mode.
In this paper, <PM is set as

<PM = h-2.

(12)

To give an intuitive expression for the difference between
frequent locations and m:.aningful locations, we first plot the
results C!..f one staff with h = 2.39 in Fig.9. Correspondingly,
<PM = h - 2 = 0.39. Herein, eM = 2~ '~7 = 0.003, which
corresponds to staying half hour per week (typically, it is
the sojourn time for supermarket and gymnasium those gone
weekly). It is observed that some locations with high transient

TABLE II

Summary of Meaningful Location Detection
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entropy are filtered by the proposed detection method. By
confirming with the related staff, these locations fall on the
way between home and office, and he just passes them by
bus.
In Table.II, we summarize the experimental results of meaningfullocation detection of the staffs attending the experiment.
Herein, the last 10 staffs have private car, and the first 10 do
not have. The number of meaningful locations detected by
our algorithm (nd) is recorded in third column, the number
of meaningful locations confirmed by the staffs (n c ) is listed
in the fourth column, and the number of meaningful locations
of the staffs missed by the detection (n m ) is listed in the last
column. Especially, the total number of meaningful locations
of the staff is n c + n m , and the accurate of the detection is
~. Therefore, the metric, false-positive (Pf p), can be used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach:
Pfp

=

n
c

n c +n m
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nd

From Table.II, the false-positive averaged over the staffs with
private car is 0.0490, and that average over the staffs without
private car is 0.0557. Intuitively, the behaviors of the staffs
with private car are easier to be detected than those without
private car, because their moving and stop states are easier to
be distinguished.
The results show that most of staffs have some none meaningful locations with higher transient entropy. By leveraging
eM and ¢> M , the detection of meaningful locations can exploit
more sense hidden behind the raw location data. Especially,
the result got with ¢>M = 00 is equal to that got from frequent
location mining. Contrastingly, the result based on = 0 is
that mining all locations that the user moves slowly.
3) Frequent Trajectory: We summarize the frequent trajectories of a staff in Fig.10, where solid lines shows the
frequent trajectories and the thickness indicates the frequency.
In addition, the dash line shows some other trajectories out
of top Nt . It is observed that the topologies of the frequent
trajectories follow star mode with multi-center. This feature
implies that a optimization in storage can be employed in the
mining process.
Currently, we need to maintain all trajectories among meaningful locations. For a user with 20 meaningful locations, we

e
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Frequent Trajectory of A Staff

need to maintain 380 trajectory sets for the selection of frequent trajectory. With the star topology, only the trajectory sets
between the centric meaningful locations and other meaningful
locations are maintained. For a star with two-center topology
shown in Fig. 10, only 36 trajectory sets need to be stored. Due
to the limited space, the detailed optimization solution will be
discussed in our future work.

V. RELATED WORK
For the trajectory mining related work, most of them
[8][9][10][11][ 12] focused on the location from GPS receivers.
Because GPS receivers can theoretically provide precise location data, and thus these work paid more attention on
the precise frequency sequence pattern mining / clustering
technologies. However, mass deployment of GPS receivers is
very expensive, and the transmission cost to the central system
and the power consumption to mobile clients are proved to be
onerous [16]. Moreover, GPS systems do not work well in

urban areas due to no line-of-sight path. Therefore, GPS receivers are not a suitable solution for mobile service providers.
The location data from GSM, which is just rough Cell-ID data
indicating a 100s-1000s meters range, is much different from
GPS based location data. The algorithms developed in these
work cannot be applied.
Based on the Cell-ID positioning, the authors of [13][15]
take many experiments to identify frequent locations and
meaningful locations. Because they did not take the moving
speed into account, the judgement of frequent locations and
meaningful locations depends on the sojourn time only but
ignoring the moving speed based patterns which hidden behind
the location data sequence. It is well known that a location
that the considered user pass by walk and by car imply
different meanings: the former implies that the considered user
is a potential customer of a nearby supermarket with high
probability, but the latter implies the probability is very low.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to involve
the moving speed in the pattern mining.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we concentrate on the mining of mobile user's
behavior patterns in GSM network. A platform is introduced
to employ limited patterns to cover the information included in
the massive and rough location data. Different from existing
location based mining work, we present a transient entropy
to identify the moving speed of users in complicated cell
deployment environment. Then, the state of user in time and
space is described with a triplet {time, location, transient
entropy}. Based on the triplet, four types of patterns are
defined. Utilizing the distribution feature of sojourn time in
locations, we implemented the mining algorithm at run-time
with less storage space. The main contribution of this paper
is summarized as:
• presenting a platform to converting the massive and rough
location data into limited mobile user's behavior patterns;
• employing the transient entropy to identify the moving
speed of mobile users, with which the locations the user
always passes with high speed can be filtered from the
meaningful locations;
• developing a run-time mining algorithm to alleviate the
requirement in storage space by utilizing the distribution
feature of sojourn time;
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